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Abstract 
In this article I examine the themes of disease and death in Thomas Mann’s Der 

Zauberberg/The Magic Mountain (1924). The novel is set in a tuberculosis sanatorium in the 

Swiss Alps, where bodily disintegration is the norm and death a frequent occurrence. I draw 

attention to the ambivalent reactions provoked by these conditions, and argue that while they 

are generally perceived as abhorrent, frightening, and taboo they also arouse a significant 

degree of curiosity, fascination, and desire. The main protagonist, Hans Castorp, pays a visit 

to his sick cousin, Joachim, at the Berghof clinic for a proposed period of three weeks. 

However, the attraction of the sanatorium environment for Hans is evident in that, despite the 

mildness of his own illness, detected while he is there, he chooses to stay for seven years. 

During this time he encounters a number of residents in various states of physical and moral 

corruption. Although he is initially repulsed by them, his fascination with both the degenerate 

sanatorium environment and its sick inmates becomes increasingly pronounced. This 

ambivalence is mirrored in his desire for the married, female patient, Clawdia Chauchat, who 

is not only diseased, but also suggests aspects of moral contamination. In relation to my 

discussion I will be employing Julia Kristeva’s notion of ‘the abject’ and Sigmund Freud’s 

concept of the ‘death drive’ to highlight the attractive as well as repellent aspects of disease 

and death as they are presented in Mann’s narrative. I begin by discussing the conflicting 

reactions to disease and death within the sanatorium setting, followed by a discussion of 

Hans’ equivocal relationship with the ailing but alluring Madame Chauchat.  
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***** 

 

Disease and Death in Der Zauberberg/The Magic Mountain: a psychoanalytic approach 

The themes of death and disease permeate Thomas Mann’s novel, Der Zauberberg (1924), 

which is set in the years preceding the First World War in a tuberculosis sanatorium in the 

Swiss Alps.
1
 Hans Castorp, a young man from Germany in his early twenties, who is about to 

embark on his career as a ship engineer, visits his cousin, Joachim, at the Berghof clinic for a 

proposed period of three weeks. Once there, however, he quickly becomes distanced from his 

life in the ‘flatland’, and is drawn into the rarefied atmosphere of the sanatorium, where 

disease is the norm and death a regular occurrence.
2
 The seductive nature of this environment 

for Hans is evident in that despite the mildness of his own illness, detected while he is there, 

he chooses to remain at the sanatorium for seven years. During this time he encounters a 

number of other diseased inmates in varying states of physical and moral corruption, which 

although initially arousing horror and disgust, also intensely fascinate him.  

The emotional ambivalence provoked by a confrontation with death and disease as 

presented in Der Zauberberg invites psychoanalytic investigation. Since Freud, the body and 

the psyche have been understood as inextricably intertwined and psychoanalytic theory is 

firmly grounded in physiological processes. Mann was a contemporary of Freud and 

corresponded with him: their relationship was a complex one, involving mutual antagonism as 

well as approval and respect.
3
 Mann comments on his awareness of the growing interest in 
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psychoanalytic ideas in early twentieth-century Europe, but that his serious reading of Freud 

began only in 1925, after the publication of Der Zauberberg. However, Mann acknowledges 

the strong influence of psychoanalytic theory on the erotic motif in Der Tod in Venedig/Death 

in Venice published as early as 1912. Moreover, he admits to having lampooned 

psychoanalysis through the character of Krokowski in Der Zauberberg because he saw its 

potential to descend into quackery.
4
 Nevertheless Mann’s fiction reveals a perceptive 

understanding of Freudian theory, particularly the notions of ‘the subconscious’ and 

‘repression’ and their relation to somatic symptoms. Regardless of whether Mann’s inclusion 

of Freudian theory is intentional or unintentional, Freud’s concept of the ‘death drive’, 

initially outlined in ‘Beyond the Pleasure Principle’ (1920), and developed over time, offers 

an illuminating insight into the motivations of some of the characters in Der Zauberberg, as 

will be discussed further below.
5
  

Julia Kristeva, whose work is strongly based on that of Freud, is a contemporary 

psychoanalyst, born in 1941 and still alive today, so in applying her concepts I am also 

interpreting Mann’s work retroactively through the lens of a body of psychoanalytic theory 

that was not available during Mann’s lifetime. I would argue that Kristeva’s theories 

complement those of Freud and offer an exciting and original dimension to the study of 

psychical processes as revealed through Mann’s fictional characters.
6
 Kristeva’s work 

penetrates an archaic realm of the psyche that is very much connected with basic bodily 

impulses and pre-linguistic forms of communication associated with the early mother/infant 

relationship, an aspect largely unexplored by Freud.
7
 Like Freud’s concept of the ‘death 

drive’, Kristeva’s notion of ‘the abject’, which will be examined further below, highlights the 

attraction, as well as fear, of a state of non-existence which precedes birth and resumes with 

death.
8
 Moreover, it aids an understanding of the fascination as well as horror associated with 

physical degeneration, which is evident throughout Der Zauberberg.  

Traditional scholarship on Mann as exemplified by eminent writers such as Erich Heller,  

T. J. Reed, and Martin Swales has tended to focus on the philosophical, historical, cultural, 

and stylistic implications of Mann’s work.
9
 Der Zauberberg has often been cited as an 

example of the Bildungsroman/education novel, in which the main protagonist undergoes a 

journey of philosophical and spiritual development. In this respect a confrontation with 

disease and death can be interpreted as a step towards greater knowledge and understanding. 

More recently, however, the significance of the body in Mann’s work has come to the fore in 

its own right. Increased attention to issues of gender and sexuality has led to a more intense 

scrutiny of the body and its psychical significance in Mann’s narratives. For instance, Andrew 

Webber’s ‘Mann’s Man’s World: Gender and Sexuality’ (2002) explores how figures of 

imitation and repetition in Mann’s characters reveal disordered identity through gender 

performance.
10

 In ‘Open Wide! An Oral Examination of Thomas Mann’s Early Fiction’, 

Stephen Joy employs Freudian theory to analyse the feature of the mouth as a site of 

dysfunction and gender instability in Mann’s early work.
11

 In relation to the body more 

generally, Elizabeth Boa’s ‘The Aesthetics of Disgust in Der Zauberberg’ (2009), examines 

the emotion of disgust provoked by diseased bodies, both in relation to the characters in the 

novel, and as a reader response to the work. Boa draws attention to the ambivalence of 

disgust, which she understands as both a defensive and a subversive emotion.
12

 Nicolette 

David’s ‘Violence, Desire and the Body: a Kleinian reading of Thomas Mann’s Der 

Zauberberg’ (2011), employs Melanie Klein’s concepts of the paranoid/schizoid and 

depressive positions to illuminate the conflicting, and often violent and destructive impulses 

towards the body as manifested in the novel.
13

 My own work overlaps with these scholars to 

some extent, but their work tends to neglect Kristevan theory. Kristeva’s concept of ‘the 

abject’, in particular, can offer a highly relevant theoretical insight into the conflicting 

emotional responses to decay, disease, and death in Mann’s work, and more specifically to the 
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degenerative and contaminating condition of tuberculosis which is ever-present in Der 

Zauberberg. 

 

A Seductive Environment: the Tuberculosis Clinic 

In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, tuberculosis, a contagious disease caused by 

bacterial infection, was widespread and often fatal. The disease was little understood, and had 

no cure until the mid-1950s.
14

 Susan Sontag has revealed how fear and lack of medical 

knowledge led to the disease becoming a taboo subject, often not discussed openly or given 

its proper name.
15

 Taboos, however, are often associated with contradictory emotions. In his 

seminal work, ‘Totem and Taboo’, Freud stresses the psychical ambivalence associated with 

taboos, and points to the ‘positive current of desire’ that underlies them: for example, Freud 

asserts that the neurotic ‘touching phobia’ masks a strong compulsion to touch.
16

 Similarly, 

horror at the sight of, or contact with, the diseased body is mixed with an urge to touch and 

see, and this becomes evident in Hans Castorp’s conflicting reactions to the tubercular bodies 

he encounters at the Berghof.  

The ailing body is both repellent and compulsive: it confronts the viewer with what is, in 

Julia Kristeva’s terms, ‘the abject’. Kristeva’s notion of the abject is characterised by a lack of 

definition: it is ‘the in-between, the ambiguous, the composite’.
17

 It is neither subject, nor 

object, neither part of the body, nor separate from it. Elizabeth Grosz describes Kristeva’s 

concept of the abject as ‘undecidably inside and outside (like the skin of milk); dead and alive 

(like the corpse); autonomous and engulfing (like infection)’.
18

 It refers to the unstructured 

substance from which the subject is created, and to which he or she is destined to return. The 

abject includes matter that is ingested or expelled from the orifices, which also mark the 

erotogenic zones, thus linking it with sex and desire. For Kristeva, the abject threatens the 

fragile borders that define subjective identity, and is associated with notions of contamination, 

transgression, and taboo. Kristeva significantly describes the abject as ‘a vortex of summons 

and repulsion’, indicating its attractive as well as repugnant elements.
19

 

The symptoms of tuberculosis can be seen to epitomise the abject. Although often 

considered primarily as a disease of the lungs, tuberculosis can degrade most parts of the 

human form, including both its inner organs and external borders. Moreover, it involves the 

expulsion of bodily fluids such as blood, sweat, and phlegm. The most iconic symptom of 

tuberculosis is the haemorrhaging of blood from the mouth, with its connotations of 

contamination, decay, and death. In Der Zauberberg, these aspects of the abject are ever-

present: the Berghof inmates regularly cough sputum or blood; they are prone to fever, bouts 

of choking, sweating, and uncontrollable sobbing; and some are also afflicted with running 

sores. Patients are encouraged to collect their expelled, contaminated sputum in little pots 

which they carry around with them, to be examined later by the physician. Hence, the 

expelled waste products associated with disease and decay become permanently attached to 

their person.
20

 Shortly after his arrival at the clinic, Hans is shocked by the horrific coughing 

of the ‘gentleman rider’ in a nearby room.
21

 The sound gives him the impression that he can 

see right into the man’s decaying interior: 

 
Aber so ein Husten, wie dieser, war noch nicht da, für mich wenigstens nicht – das ist ja gar 

kein lebendiger Husten mehr. Er ist nicht trocken, aber lose kann man ihn auch nicht nennen, 

das ist noch längst nicht das Wort. Es ist ja gerade, als ob man dabei in den Menschen 
hineinsähe, wie es da aussieht, – allles ein Matsch und Schlamm (DZ, 24). 

 

I didn’t know there was such a cough! It isn’t a human cough at all. It isn’t dry and yet it isn’t 
loose either – that is very far from being the right word for it. It is just as if one could look 

right into him when he coughs, and see what it looks like: all slime and mucus (MM, 13).  
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This is a repulsive image of bodily decomposition. However, it is an image that Hans 

repeatedly describes to himself with ‘einen eregten Glanz’ (DZ, 24) [‘an excited glitter’ (MM, 

13)] in his eyes, indicating a mingling of fascination with his horror.  

The inmates regularly discuss their condition and treatment with one another with a 

mixture of curiosity, fear, and an element of competition. The graphic details of disease and 

death can seem repellent to outsiders, however. Out of curiosity, Hans’ uncle, James 

Tienapple, who visits his nephew at the clinic, asks the chief doctor, Behrens, what happens 

to the body after death. He flees the Berghof in horror the very next morning after hearing the 

physician’s uncompromising description of bodily putrefaction:   

 
Sie liegen da auf Ihren Hobelspänen und Ihrem Sägemehl, und die Gase, verstehen Sie, 

treiben Sie auf, sie blähen Sie mächtig, so wie böse Bengels es mit Fröschen machen, denen 

sie Luft einblasen – der reine Ballon sind Sie schließlich, und dann halt Ihre Bauchdecke di 
Hochspannung nicht meher aus und platzt. Pardauz. Sie erleichtern sich merklich, Sie machen 

es wie Judas Ischariot, als er vom Aste fiel, Sie schütten sich aus (DZ, 600).  

 

You lie there on your chips and sawdust, and you bloat; the gases swell you up, puff you all 
out, the way frogs do when bad little boys fill them up with air. You get to be a regular 

balloon; the skin of you belly can’t stand it anymore, it bursts. You go pop. You relieve 

yourself mightily, like Judas Iscariot when he fell from the bough and all his bowels gushed 
out (MM, 437-38).   

 

Such a topic would be taboo in normal social circles, but within the sanatorium it is discussed 

openly at the dinner table.  

A confrontation with the abject in the form of disease and death is an insistent reminder of 

how the human body can become out of control, break out of its containing borders, 

disintegrate, and cease to function. However, the ailing body can also reflect back on the 

viewer to reinforce his/her sense of wholeness, normality, or even superiority: Hans’ relative 

health and ‘ordinariness’ is emphasised by the number of more seriously distorted and 

diseased bodies he encounters at the sanatorium.
22

 Furthermore, his sense of self-worth is 

enhanced by his ostensibly charitable attitude to these suffering inmates and the overcoming 

of his repulsion.
23

 This is very evident in the ‘Totentanz’/ ‘Dance of Death’ chapter, in which 

Hans is seen to break sanatorium rules to visit a number of the moribundi.
24

 These patients 

who are confined to their rooms are mostly in an advanced state of bodily disintegration and 

display some of the more revolting symptoms of tuberculosis. Hans’ determination to view 

them suggests that his charity masks the enticing nature of these degenerate conditions for 

him. As Kristeva points out, as well as provoking disgust, ‘abjection beseeches, worries, and 

fascinates desire’.
25

   

Hans’ first visit is to the dying sixteen-year old, Leila Gerngross, who suffers severe 

coughing fits, profuse sweating, yet has rosy glow on her cheeks. It is significant that his 

attentions are interpreted by the patient as ‘ein netter kleiner Flirt’ (DZ, 418) [‘a tiny affaire 

de cœur’ (MM, 301)], indicating the perception of an erotic element associated with his 

visit.
26

 Tuberculosis has been regularly associated with sexual passion in that it can cause an 

increased feverishness and excitability. This often manifests itself in the glowing, red cheeks 

of the tubercular patient which suggest an erotic blush.
27

  

After his initial visit to Leila Gerngross, Hans, together with his reluctant cousin, calls on 

several more of the terminally ill. One of these, Frau Mallinckrodt, is an adulteress who 

believes that her horrific symptoms are punishment for an affair with a young man, so that 

disease and immorality are clearly linked in her person. She is the embodiment of Kristeva’s 

notion of abjection, in the sense of a total breakdown of bodily organs and borders: 
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[...] ein weiblicher Lazarus und Hiob, von Gott mit jederlei Bresthaftigkeit geschlagen. Ihr 

Organismus schien mit Giftstoffen überschwemmt, so daß alle möglichen Krankheiten sich 

abwechselnd und gleichzeitig heimsuchten. Sehr in Mitleidenschaft gezogen war ihre 

Hautorgan, das zu großen Teilen von einem qualvoll juckenden, da und dort wunden Ekzem 
überzogen war, auch am Munde, woraus der Einführung des Löffels Schwierigkeiten 

erwuchsen. Innere Entzündungen, solche des Rippenfells, der Nieren, der Lungen, der 

Knochenhäute und selbst des Hirns [...] lösten einender ab bei Frau Mallinckrodt [...] (DZ,  
431). 

 

[...] a perfect Lazarus and Job in female form, whom God had pleased to afflict with every 
kind of infirmity. Her entire organism seemed infected, and she suffered from all possible 

complaints by turns and simultaneously. The skin was sympathetically involved, being 

covered in large tracts by an itching eczema, with open sores here and there, even on the 

mouth, which made feeding difficult. Then she suffered from internal inflammations of 
various kind – of the pleura, the kidneys, the lungs, the perioseum, even of the brain [...] (MM, 

310-11). 

 

Thus, she has become repulsive, which has led to her abandonment by her lover. However, 

Hans Castorp is compulsively drawn to Frau Mallinckrodt’s contaminated body, bringing her 

flowers, helping to feed her, and critical of the lover who is repelled by her. Like Leila 

Gerngross, Frau Mallinckrodt sees her visitors’ charity as gallantry and behaves coquettishly 

towards them. 

Another patient, Anton Ferge, endlessly re-tells the story of his horrific experience of the 

‘Pleurachoc’ (DZ, 427) [‘pleura shock’ (MM, 308)], a procedure to allow air into his lungs. In 

this operation, performed with only local anaesthesia, the patient feels the lung being touched, 

which is like a ghastly tickling sensation: the idea of tickling suggests a mingling of pleasure 

and pain. The operation causes Ferge to vomit, laugh hysterically, and faint several times. He 

protests: 

 
Das Rippenfell, meine Herren, das soll nicht berührt werden, das darf und will nicht berührt 

werden, das ist tabu (DZ, 428). 

 
The pleura my friends, is not anything that should be felt of; it does not want to be felt of and 

it ought not to be. It is taboo (MM, 309). 
 

The indication is clear here that it is not only the diseased state that can be considered abject 

and taboo, but also some of the more invasive procedures for alleviating it, which breech 

normally accepted bodily boundaries.
28

 Ferge’s constant repetition of his experience not only 

indicates the trauma associated with the process, but also the fascination it holds for both 

himself and his audience.
29

 Disease has made him interesting. 

Despite the ubiquity of sickness in the sanatorium, the death of a fellow inmate is 

represented as the greatest taboo. During one mealtime Hans is curtly reprimanded by his 

table-mate, Frau Stöhr, for trying to introduce the subject of the gentleman rider’s demise. 

The taboo surrounding the death of a patient relates not only to the fear of extinction that is 

thus vividly brought home to the remaining inmates, but also to the attractive nature of death 

as oblivion and hence an end to suffering. According to Kristeva, death as a manifestation of 

the abject is tempting as it represents the subject’s crossing of the final border, an obliteration 

of subjective identity. It signifies forgetfulness and nothingness, to which there is a constant 

attraction.
30

 For Kristeva, this relates to a desire to return to an archaic state, as represented by 

the mother/child unity in the womb before separation occurs.
31

 In Kristeva’s analysis the 

abject therefore also has a psychological dimension: it is the space that lies at the borders of 
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identity and helps to constitute it. It represents an unstructured dimension into which the 

fragile psyche can stray at any time. Kristeva describes this aspect of the abject thus:  
 

A massive and sudden emergence of uncanniness, which, familiar as it might have been in an 

opaque and forgotten life, now harries me as radically separate, loathsome. Not me. Not that. 

But not nothing either. A ‘something’ that I do not recognise as a thing. A weight of 
meaninglessness, about which there is nothing insignificant, and which crushes me.

32
  

 

Abjection is therefore associated with the tenuous borders between structure and 

disintegration, meaning and meaninglessness, being and non-being. A perception of this is 

inevitably more persistent in those who are terminally ill.  

For the inmates of the Berghof death can be seen as a way of breaking out of the impasse 

of the half-life experienced there. This is expressed early in the novel by Herr Albin, who 

does not actually commit suicide, but often brandishes a knife or a revolver, threatening to put 

an end to his life:  

 
Ich bin im dritten Jahr hier...ich habe es satt und spiele nicht mehr mit, - können Sie mir das 

verargern? Unheilbar, meine Damen, - sehen Sie mich an, wie ich hier sitze, bin ich unheilbar, 
- der Hofrat selbst macht kaum noch ehren – und schandenhalber ein Hehl daraus. Gönnen Si 

emir das bißchen Ungebundenheit, das führ mich aus dieser Tatsache resultiert!  Es ist wie auf 

dem Gymnasium, wenn es entschieden war, daß man sitzenblieb und nicht mehr gefragt 
wurde und nichts mehre zu tun brauchte.  Zu diesem glücklichen Zustand bin ich nun 

endgültig wieder gediehen. Ich brauche nichts mehr tun, ich komme nicht mehr in Betracht, 

ich lach über das Ganze (DZ, 114-15). 
 

I am in my third year up here – I’m sick of it, fed up, I can’t play the game anymore – do you 

blame me for that? Incurable, ladies, as I sit here before you, an incurable case; the Hofrat 

himself is hardly at pains any longer to pretend I am not. Grant me at least the freedom which 
is all I can get out of the situation. In school, when it was settled that someone was not to 

move up to the next form, he stopped where he was. Nobody asked him any more questions, 

he did not have to do any more work. It’s like that with me; I am in that happy condition now.  
I need do nothing more, I don’t count, I can laugh at the whole thing (MM, 80). 

 

Herr Albin’s threats may only be posturing and attention-seeking. However, this passage 

reveals a number of the perceived advantages of suicide: a sense of freedom; a lack of 

responsibility; a release from suffering; and a way of re-exerting control over one’s destiny. 

When Herr Albin voices his suicidal thoughts he is quickly silenced by the authorities: 

‘Irgendwoher gebot eine Baßstimme Ruhe (DZ, 115) [From somewhere a bass voice was 

audible, commanding quiet’ (MM, 79)]. Within the close confines of the sanatorium the 

expression of suicidal thoughts could be seen as potentially infectious and is therefore 

repressed.
33

 

The actuality of death is marked by the corpse, which at the Berghof is also extremely 

taboo. It is usually removed with as little fuss as possible, out of sight of the other inmates 

and with no disruption to their routine. Sanatorium rules dictate that the dead body should not 

be witnessed by the living. However, after the gentleman rider dies, Hans makes a point of 

violating this taboo by viewing the corpse, ‘aus Trotz gegen das herrschende System der 

Verheimlichung, weil er das egoistische Nichts-wissen, - Nichtsehen-und-hören-Wollen der 

andern verachtete und ihm durch die Tat zu wider sprechen wünschte’ (DZ, 403) [‘out of 

contempt for the prevailing system of secrecy, to protest against the egotistical policy of 

seeing and hearing nothing of such events’ (MM, 292)]. However, his determination also 

clearly indicates his fascination with death.  
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Much of the taboo surrounding the corpse stems from a fear of its contaminating 

potential.
34

 For the sanatorium authorities the corpse is regarded as infectious in a medical 

sense: after an inmate dies the rooms are thoroughly disinfected before the arrival of the next 

guest. However there is also the suggestion that the dead body is psychologically 

contaminating, a stark reminder to the other patients of the finality of existence, which could 

undermine their morale, or even tempt them to end their own lives. For Kristeva, the corpse is 

the ultimate in abjection, the body’s last expulsion of waste, with its attendant polluting 

qualities: 

 
In that compelling, raw, insolent thing in the morgue’s full sunlight, in that thing that no 

longer matches and therefore no longer signifies anything I behold the breaking down of  a 
world that has erased its borders; fainting away. The corpse, seen without God and outside of 

science, is the utmost of abjection. It is death infecting life.
35

 

 

Joachim eventually dies from his tuberculosis, and when Hans views his corpse he is struck 

by how death has not only corrupted his cousin’s body, but also his identity. The remains of 

the usually dignified and honourable Joachim emit an unseemly aura of both physical and 

moral corruption.  

 
Am wieder nächsten Tage jedoch trat eine Erscheinung auf, die Hans Castorp bestimmte, sich 
innerlich von der Form zu trennen und zu lösen und tatsächlich dem Professionisten, dem 

üblen Hüter der Pietät, das Feld zu überlassen. Joachim nämlich, dessen Ausdruck bisher so 

Ernst und ehrbar gewesen, hatte in seinem Kriegebarte zu lächeln begonnen, und Hans 
Castorp verhehlte sich nicht, dass dieses Lächeln die Neigung zur Asuartung in sich trug (DZ, 

739) 

 

On the next day but one appeared a phenomenon which determined Hans Castorp to take 
inward leave of that quiet form, to void the field and leave it to the professional guardian of 

the amenities: Joachim, whose expression had been so noble and serious, began now to smile 

in his warrior beard. Hans Castorp did not conceal from himself that this smile had in it the 
seeds of corruption (MM, 539). 

 

The taboo surrounding the corpse therefore also relates to its uncanniness and liminality, its 

ambiguous status between subject and object, life and death, morality and depravity.
36

  

For the inmates of the Berghof, however, life itself is a liminal state, a form of suspended 

animation. The Berghof routine, marked by the regular and abundant meals, provides comfort 

and stability and relieves the inmates of decision-making and responsibility. Moreover, the 

strict regimen of the cure is conducive to a state of withdrawal and dormancy: the architecture 

of the sanatorium resembles a burrow built into the mountainside and the inmates spend much 

of the time wrapped cocoon-like in blankets in their reclining chairs, as if in hibernation. 

Hans, is shown by Joachim how to wrap himself up in blankets so that he is finally 

‘ungegliedert und walzenförmig’ (DZ, 144) [‘limbless and cylindrical’ (MM, 100)], like a 

foetus. This regular mummification in blankets and sleeping sacks, which restricts almost all 

movement, therefore suggests not only the inanimate state of the corpse but also the 

comforting and tempting security of the womb. The desirability of this sense of inanimation 

and withdrawal can be seen as a manifestation of Freud’s concept of the death drive, as 

outlined in ‘Beyond the Pleasure Principle’.
37

 In this essay Freud presents a new dualism of 

the instincts where hunger and love are subsumed into the life instincts, which are now 

opposed by the death drive. In his formulation of the death drive Freud combines two basic 

premises. The first is that ‘the dominating tendency of mental life, and perhaps nervous life in 

general, is the effort to reduce, to keep constant or to remove internal tension due to 
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stimuli’.
38

 This is linked with Freud’s tracing of ‘the origin of an instinct to a need to restore 

an earlier state of things’.
39

 Both of these elements are evident in the Berghof inmates. 

For Freud, therefore, the subject is born with a strong drive towards destruction, disunity, 

and the negation of life, which is opposed by the drive towards love, sexual union, and 

renewal. When Hans has been on the mountain for two years he deliberately puts himself at 

risk by skiing out into the snow, where he becomes caught in a blizzard, loses his way, and 

almost dies from hypothermia. Death seems to tempt him at several stages of his journey. As 

he ventures further into the snowy mountains he experiences a desire to merge with the 

elements: 

 
Mit einem  Worte: Hans Castorp hatte Mut hier oben, - wenn Mut vor den Elementen nicht 

stumpfe Nüchternheit im Verhältnis zu ihnen, sondern bewußte Hingabe und aus Sympathie 

bezwungenen Todeschrecken bedeutet (DZ, 652).  
 

In a word, Hans Castorp was valorous up here - if by valour we mean not mere dull matter-of-

factness in the face of nature, but conscious submission to her, the fear of death cast out by 

irresistible oneness (MM, 476). 
 

Moreover, as he struggles against the snowstorm he recognises the strength of the compulsion 

to give in to death: 

 
Nur um ein Hinlehnen würde es sich handeln, wenn man sich ihre überließ, und die 
Versuchung dazu war groß, - ganz so groß, wie as im Buche stand und als typisch-gefährlich 

gekennzeichnet war, was jedoch der lebendig-gegenwärtigen Macht der Versuchung durchaus 

keinen Abbruch tat.  Sie behauptete individuelle Rechte, wollte sich ins allgemein Bekannte 

nicht einordnen lassen, sich nicht darin wiederkennen, erklärte sich als einmalig und 
unvergleichbar in ihrer Dringlichkeit (DZ, 665). 

  

Supposing one were to give way to the temptation, and his temptation was great; it was so 
strong that it quite lived up to the many descriptions he had read of the ‘typical danger-state’. 

It asserted itself, it refused to be classified with the general order of things, it insisted on being 

an exception, its very exigence challenged comparison (MM, 486). 

 

Hans is ultimately able to resist this pull towards death. He falls asleep in the snow and has a 

dream in which the opposition of the life and death instincts appear to be visualised in the 

form a peaceful and beautiful ancient civilisation, which is nevertheless underpinned by the 

horrors of ritual violence and human sacrifice. The image prompts him to make the following 

vow: 

 
Ich will dem Tode Treue halten in meinem Herzen, doch mich hell erinnern daß Treue zum 

Tode und Gewesenen nur Bosheit und finstere Wollust und Menschenfeindschaft ist, 
bestimmt si unser Denken und Regieren. Der Mensch soll um der Güte und Liebe willen dem 

Tode keine Herrschaft einräumen über seine Gedanken (DZ, 679). 

 
I must keep faith with death in my heart, yet well remember that faith with death and the dead 

is evil, is hostile to mankind, so soon as we give it power over thought and action. For the 

sake of goodness and love, man shall let death have no sovereignty over his thoughts (MM, 

496).
40

   

 

However, Hans soon forgets the dream, as well as his resolution, and continues his apathetic 

and undemanding existence at the Berghof for another five years. He is finally stirred into 

action only by the outbreak of the First World War, when he becomes a foot-soldier. 

Ironically, therefore, he is then drawn into yet another environment of decay, disease, and 
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death; this time, however, on the battlefield. This inevitably involves a denial of his 

subjectivity and loss of control over his own destiny through submission to a higher authority 

and collective cause. Thus Hans is ultimately licensed to succumb to the death drive without 

having to make a conscious decision to do so, and therefore perhaps finally fulfilling his 

desire for oblivion, as manifested by his fascination with death and disease throughout his 

stay at the sanatorium. 

 

The Lure of Corruption: Hans Castorp and Clawdia Chauchat 

The stultifying routine of life at the Berghof is alleviated for some of the less seriously ill 

patients by sexual exploits, often transgressive ones, so that the theme of disease becomes 

closely associated with moral corruption. These relationships often assume a greater intensity 

in the extreme environment of the sanatorium and the ever-present spectre of death. This 

might encourage some inmates to maximise their experiences while they are alive. However, 

the desire for other bodies in a state of decay and dissolution can also be seen as a desire for 

the abject, and therefore for death. This becomes evident from Hans’ ambivalent relationship 

with the tubercular patient, Madame Clawdia Chauchat, with whom he becomes increasingly 

obsessed despite, and even because of, certain repellent aspects of her physical and 

psychological make-up. 

Clawdia Chauchat flouts the standards of behaviour to which Hans is accustomed, a trait 

that he finds annoying, but also compelling. She slouches, her hair is untidy, she slams doors, 

and always arrives late to dinner. Her general air of sloppiness in both appearance and 

manners provides Hans with an example of womanhood that contrasts strongly with the 

upright, straight-laced ladies of his usual social circle in Germany. However, he soon begins 

to see the advantages of less tense and upright behaviour, experimenting with how it feels to 

sit in a relaxed manner and to slam doors, and finding it ‘als bequem wie als angemessen’ 

(DZ, 318) [‘both fitting and agreeable’ (MM, 227)]. Thus, for Hans, Clawdia’s example of lax 

behaviour becomes pleasantly infectious. 

Hans learns that Clawdia’s laxity extends to her sexual behaviour: she is thought to 

have had several sexual partners, and entertains men alone in her room at the Berghof. She 

thus represents for Hans Castorp both the anxiety concerning, and the attraction of, a 

potentially transgressive and morally corrupting sexual encounter. This is intensified by her 

strong visual resemblance to the boy, Pribislav Hippe, with whom Hans was once infatuated 

at school. Hence Hans’ yearning for Clawdia can be understood as the reactivation of a 

repressed and illicit homosexual desire. Like Pribislav Hippe, Clawdia is Eastern European 

and therefore represents the foreign ‘other’ to Hans.
41

 While he manifests an ‘orientalist’ fear 

of possible racial pollution from a relationship with this strange Russian woman, he is also 

strongly drawn to her exoticism.
42

 

Throughout the novel a correlation is drawn between Hans’ infatuation and the progress of 

a physical infection. It is significant that the symptoms of Hans’ own illness emerge when a 

dream reveals to him the connection between Clawdia and Pribislav Hippe. This disturbing 

revelation provokes intense bodily disruptions in Hans: he has a violent nosebleed, breaks into 

a cold sweat, and suffers breathlessness and palpitations, evidence of the increasing instability 

of his physical and mental condition. The emergence of bodily fluids is a manifestation of 

Kristeva’s notion of the abject, which points to the fragility of physical and psychological 

borders at times of weakness and crisis.
43

 Hans’ bodily eruptions not only signify his latent 

illness resurfacing, but also suggest the reactivation of his old love by the new one. During a 

medical examination at the Berghof it is revealed that Hans has been harbouring the seeds of 

tuberculosis, a ‘damp spot’ on his lungs from a previous illness, which as well as marking 

evidence of a former biological infection, also implies the initial ‘contamination’ of his 

previous desire.  
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As Hans observes Clawdia he mentally lists her physical defects, a transparent form of 

defence against the anxiety that accompanies his growing attraction.
44

 Various aspects of her 

appearance suggest physical corruption, and therefore abjection, which he finds repellent, but 

also seductive. For instance, Hans notices that Clawdia’s fingernails are permanently dirty 

and the skin around them bitten. This offends his sense of personal cleanliness; nevertheless, 

he finds her grimy and corroded fingers strangely enticing. Her disintegrating bodily borders 

suggest imperfection and corruption, hence accessibility, as does her diseased interior.  

Clawdia is suffering from tuberculosis of the lymphatic system, which, although largely 

unseen, pervades the whole body. This causes Hans concern that she could be a source of 

genetic pollution, should she reproduce. Hans notices the alluring nature of Clawdia’s dress 

and considers that the purpose of women’s clothing is to arouse desire in men and thus to 

perpetuate the species. At the same time, however, he questions whether it is morally 

acceptable to procreate if the woman is ‘innerlich wurmstichig’ (DZ, 201) [‘tainted within’ 

(MM, 142)], as this might pollute future generations. For Hans, disease means that Clawdia 

‘gar nicht zur Mutterschaft taugte’ (DZ, 180) [‘(is) unfit for motherhood’ (MM, 127)]. 

Nevertheless, his reservations against her diseased body are opposed by the force of his 

desire. To glean more information about her specific form of tuberculosis Hans asks the chief 

doctor, Behrens, to explain to him in detail the workings of the lymphatic system. The 

physician describes how the lymph glands relate to the circulation of the most intimate of 

bodily fluids, including breast milk. Thus, in Clawdia, normally life-giving fluids have 

become contaminated, and her womanhood compromised. Behrens points out that when 

tuberculosis occurs, the lymph glands can swell, which lends his description highly sexual 

overtones. This only fuels Hans’ desire to possess Clawdia’s polluted body.  

In Clawdia’s case tuberculosis appears to have compromised the integrity of the human 

form: she has an arched back and protruding vertebrae, which suggest her skeleton; hence her 

body is already becoming like a memento mori.
45

 Clawdia’s spinal curvature, which results in 

a drooping posture, is one of the physical characteristics of which Hans is most critical. The 

bone structure of the human thorax helps to keep the human being erect and to distinguish 

him/her from animals and formless base matter. Formlessness, like dirt, arouses disgust 

because it can be seen to subvert the order of things, undermining not only value systems but 

also social and political structures.
46

 Tuberculosis itself can both destabilise social groupings 

– the Berghof inmates are displaced individuals from a range of nationalities and social 

classes, – and deform the body. Disgust helps to reaffirm the subject’s defensive barriers and 

parameters against what threatens a sense of order, but also masks a strong desire to breech 

them. As William Ian Miller suggests, disgust ‘has an inevitable connection with the 

satisfaction of desire, whether these desires be openly admitted or whether they fester only in 

denial’.
47

 Indeed, Hans Castorp feels compelled to discard his scruples regarding Clawdia 

Chauchat, as he explains to Joachim: 

 
[…] man beginnt mit Ärgernis und Abstandsgefühlen, auf einmal aber ‘kommt ganz anderes 
dazwischen’, was ‘mit Urteilen gar nichts zu tun hat’, und die Sittenstrenge hat ausgespeielt 

(DZ, 317) 

  

[…] one begins by being angry and disgusted, but all at once ‘something quite different enters 
in,’ that has ‘nothing to do with moral judgement,’ and it is all up with your severity (MM, 

226-27). 
 

For Hans Castorp, therefore, the repulsion that various aspects of Clawdia Chauchat’s 

appearance and behaviour arouse is part and parcel of her desirability. As Boa argues, much 

of Hans Castorp’s development during his stay at the Berghof is concerned with overcoming 
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disgust, and ‘the disgust that the exotic Clawdia provokes is but a thin mask for swelling 

desire, and her transgressions of bienséance merely heighten her erotic attraction’.
48

 

Hans’ fear at his growing infatuation leads him to fetishize individual parts of Clawdia’s 

body.
49

 He frequently dwells on her hair, the back of her neck, and more particularly her 

arms, sometimes partially visible, but veiled by the thin, transparent material of her sleeves. 

Then, on carnival night, he finally sees them uncovered in a sleeveless evening dress, which 

he finds more intensely exciting, as if he is viewing her whole body naked: 

 
Die volle, hochbetonte und blendende Nacktheit dieser herrlichen Glieder eines giftkranken 

Organsismus war ein Eregnis, weit stärker sich erweisend als die Verklärung von damals, eine 

Erscheinung, auf die es keine andere Antwort gab, als den Kopf zu senken und lautlos zu 
wider holen: “mein Gott”! (DZ, 449). 

 

The utter accentuated blinding nudity of these arms, these splendid members of an infected 

organism, was an experience so intoxicating, compared with that of the earlier one, as to leave 
our young man no other recourse than again, with drooping head, to whisper, soundlessly: ‘Oh 

my God!’ (MM, 324). 

 

The above quotation indicates how the erotic allure of Clawdia’s individual body parts is 

greatly heightened for Hans by their diseased aspect, thus emphasising the powerful attraction 

of the abject as it manifests itself in infection and disease. While on the one hand Hans is 

seeking love and sex in his pursuit of Clawdia, on the other, his obsession with her ailing 

body can be understood as a desire for disease, and hence also for death. Thus his ambivalent 

attitude can be seen to represent Freud’s notion of the subject’s continual struggle between 

eros and thanatos.
50

 

Hans finally declares his love for Clawdia, and it is significant that he does so on carnival 

night, when normal social rules are suspended and personal inhibitions relaxed. A correlation 

can be inferred here between the stronger potential for transgression in such an atmosphere, 

and the human body’s vulnerability to infection when its defences are less secure. Clawdia 

allows Hans to visit her in her room that night on the pretext of returning a borrowed 

propelling pencil, an obvious phallic symbol. It is presumed they have sexual intercourse, thus 

transgressing the taboo of adultery, and temporarily merging their diseased bodies.
51

 Sex is 

linked with abjection and death in Kristeva’s notion of jouissance, which is a partly 

pleasurable dissolving of the borders of identity that happens in sexual union.
52

 However, 

jouissance is also associated with the abject in the form of death, in which identity is similarly 

dissolved: significantly la petite mort/the little death is a French expression for ‘orgasm’.  

The image of the borrowed pencil creates a further connection with Hippe, with whom 

Hans’ only significant contact was to borrow a lead pencil. In a strange act of fetishism, Hans 

had treasured the shavings from Hippe’s pencil. Similarly, when Hans Castorp returns from 

Clawdia’s room he has exchanged the borrowed pencil for her x-ray portrait, an even stranger 

fetishistic object, which allows him visual access to her diseased interior. The following 

morning Clawdia departs from the Berghof for an indefinite period and Hans Castorp keeps 

the x-ray in his top pocket in her absence, taking it out occasionally to kiss it. The treasured 

objects left behind by Hans’ two loves, the pencil-shavings suggesting dust, and the x-ray 

signifying disease, emphasise Hans’ continuing, erotically charged preoccupation with death 

and decay.  

The ambivalent relationship between Hans and Clawdia is therefore presented as 

inextricably intertwined with the themes disease, death, and moral corruption, which are seen 

as both feared and desired. Hans’ transgressive relationship with Clawdia, arguably primed by 

his former desire for Hippe, can be seen to develop in a similar way to a biological infection: 

there is a vulnerable body; an initial infection; a latent period; and full-blown disease. 
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Moreover, a correlation is implied between Hans’ infatuation with Clawdia and his obsession 

with the subject of disease itself, which is manifested in his prolonged stay at Berghof and his 

intense fascination with decaying, diseased, and dying bodies. Finally, it is worth pointing out 

that the seductive elements of moral and physical degeneration do not work solely at the level 

of the characters. Mann can be seen to dwell on the more repulsive aspects of physical 

decomposition, indicating the writer’s own fascination with what, in Kristevan terms, 

constitutes the abject. Moreover, the reader, too, can experience the ambivalent emotions of 

horror and fascination at the degenerate state of the Berghof and its diseased inmates.  
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43 Wright, p. 198. 
44 According to Jean Laplanche and Jean-Bertrand Pontalis: ‘generally speaking, defence is ‘directed towards 

internal excitation (instinct); in practice, its action is extended to whatever representations (memories, 
phantasies) this excitation is bound to; and to any situation that is unpleasurable for the ego as a result of its 

incompatibility with the ego’s equilibrium and, to that extent, liable to spark off the excitation.’ See Jean 

Laplanche and Jean-Betrand Pontalis, The Language of Psychoanalysis (London: Karnac, 2006), p. 104. 
45 The skull or whole skeleton is sometimes displayed near memorials, tombs, and in paintings as a reminder of 

mortality.  
46 In Georges Bataille’s definition of the term ‘l’informe’/‘the formless’ is described as like a ‘spider’ or a ‘gob 

of spit’ – the latter expression is a particularly apt one in relation to tuberculosis, a symptom of which is blood-

stained sputum. Bataille developed the term ‘l’informe’ in a critical sense as ‘un terme servant à déclasser’/a 

term that serves to declassify. Bataille’s ‘Critical Dictionary’ was published in various issues of the journal 

Documents, Paris, 1929-30. For a translation see ‘The Formless’ in Art in Theory 1900-2000, new edn, ed. by 

Charles Harrison and Paul Wood (Oxford: Blackwell, 2003), p. 483. In relation to Bataille’s concept of 

‘l’informe’, Yve-Alain Bois and Rosalind E. Krauss state that ‘it is a term allowing one to operate a 
declassification, in the double sense of lowering and taxonomic disorder’. See Yve-Alain Bois and Rosalind E. 

Krauss, Formless: A User’s Guide (New York: Zone, 1999), p. 5 and p. 18. Significantly, Bois and Krauss note 

that Bataille’s concept of l’informe is related to his political notion of abjection, developed in the 1930s, which 

represents ‘another form of what a system cannot assimilate but must reject as excremental’ (p. 236). 
47 William Ian Miller, The Anatomy of Disgust (Cambridge, MA and London: Harvard University Press, 1997), 

p. 111. 
48 Boa, p. 140.  
49 Freud’s interpretation of fetishism is that the male’s anxiety at the idea of the castrated female body causes 

him to focus on body parts and objects instead of the woman as a whole, and that these function as substitutes for 

the woman’s lost penis. For Freud the male child’s trauma at the sight of the naked female body and her lack of a 

penis is subsequently both acknowledged and disavowed. The consequent fear of castration results in the male’s 
search for objects and body parts which will serve as substitutes for this lack. For Freud, the fetish ‘remains a 

token of triumph over the threat of castration and a protection against it. It also saves the fetishist from becoming 

a homosexual’.  See SE, 21, pp.149-57. Hans Castorp’s focus on Clawdia Chauchat’s isolated limbs and organs 

suggests both his fear of her as a whole woman and the objectification of her body. 
50 These terms, derived from ancient Greek mythological figures, are now used to denote the opposing life and 

death instincts. Freud used the term eros himself, but not the term thanatos. 
51 The sexual act between Clawdia Chauchat and Hans Castorp is implied rather than made explicit in the text. 
52 See Kristeva, Powers of Horror, p. 9. 
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